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Economic graphics that go beyond the numbers.
I am math-challenged and that should be important to you.
Unfortunately, there are many people like me hiding in plain sight who struggle
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with higher economics like balancing a checkbook. We are also the fact
finders and influencers who might be confused by complex formulas or
are skeptical trusting tables of dense numbers that purportedly justify
an economic expert’s opinion. Check out my blog post describing why
math-challenged people like me are the key to designing persuasive
economic graphics, the theme of this issue.
As a graphics consultant, I’m vigilant about identifying subjects
that might be communicated better if filtered through a visual lens.
I ask: What does it mean? Why is it important? What is the intended
takeaway? Can visualization aid the learner?
This issue presents a few examples of successful economic graphics
from a variety of litigation practice areas. I hope they’ll inspire
you and your expert ensure the economics portion of your
case is well understood.
When you perceive the need to get creative with
economic graphics, please remember us.
– Jim Gripp, President, Legal Arts, Inc.

The Best Economic Graphics Are Designed for the Math-Challenged
Highlights from my blog post available here.

Are your economic
graphics always
understood?

As a math-challenged individual, my
perception of need for explanatory graphics
probably differs substantially from the
personal perceptions of a numerate forensic
economist or the average trial lawyer.
However, as a fact finder I hope the needs
of people like me are considered because
otherwise, left to my own devices, I might
fail to understand an economic expert’s
testimony or accept your justification for
damages. In a worst-case scenario, I might
even agree with you but misinterpret the
jury instructions and miscalculate damages.
Smart visual communication can cure these
potential problems. Set aside any assumption
that the math will make sense simply because
numbers are put on a screen.
Instead, consider what the people who decide
your client’s fate might need and brainstorm
with your trial team how best to meet it. The
math-challenged among us will appreciate it.

Is your formula
self-explanatory?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Botanical farm wildfire damages
NFL stadium ADA seating lost sales
Condo development valuation
Intellectual property royalties

Above: illustrating the individual damages components of a damages
or valuation calculation and organizing them into subgroups helps
the decision maker follow your reasoning to the outcome you prefer.

Below: when economists adopt a methodology to calculate royalties,
valuations, or damages, the fact finder will appreciate learning why it
is appropriate and how it is properly applied.

Make it easy to
follow the money.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Debit card transaction fees
Community property asset tracing
International fraud
Fidelity insurance coverage
Breach of fiduciary duty

For most of us, following the money is far easier when a visual path
takes us step by step from beginning to end. But connecting the dots
can take many forms or be far from simple.

Each of these examples has a beginning and end, but the paths and
visual approaches differ considerably. Our challenge for each was to
craft a factually accurate and visually interesting solution.

Demonstrate
proper or improper
planning / judgment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pay-for-delay consumer class action
Catastrophic personal injury
Family trust asset management
Real estate investment
Matrimonial elder abuse

When your client’s fate hinges on whether judgment, planning, or
performance met expectations or satisfied a need, a visual explanation
to supplement written or oral explanation can be very persuasive.

In each of these examples, a plan was followed resulting in an outcome
that helped to mitigate or support an allegation of misjudgment, justify
economic damages, or position the client to favorably argue outcome.
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